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 Since the stability analysis of an earth dam is performed after full studies and a 
fundamental design and selection of appropriate materials of its various components, so 
it’s very important to use an accurate and a realistic method for stability analysis of a 
dam. In this study, the Morgenstern - Price method which is a calculation method of the 
stability of earth dams based on limit equilibrium methods, is expressed. To investigate 
the stability, a case study on Mahabad Dam is performed. For this purpose, the GEO 
STUDIO Software and the SLOPE / W and SEEP / W subprograms was used. Based 
on the performed analysis by the software, obtained minimum factor of safety for the 
upstream slopes is Fs= 1.639 and for downstream slopes is Fs= 1.680 that is greater than 
the required safety factor in the steady seepage state in static forces conditions, which 
reflect the stability supply of the dam in this situation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Continuous monitoring and determination of the slope stability rate in soil dams are the most important 
parameters in closely identifying the time of problems occurrence caused by seepage especially after water 
intake [1]. Regarding Iran is an earthquake prone region, the study of natural conditions and geology of dams in 
different areas has a high priority. The variety of static characteristics of the dam’s body and various materials 
and thickness of the skeleton are effective factors in the slope stability or weakness, and if the dam is within the 
bounds of active fault line the importance of the study will be double [2]. With regard to the high costs of 
infrastructural installations in mainly mountainous regions it is necessary to provide safety before the hydraulic 
waves and pressure of the reservoir water do damage. Nowadays there are a lot of methods to calculate the 
stability rate of the dams the most important of which are computer programs. Using these methods is low-cost, 
economical, exact and dependable. 
 Hassani [3] studied the slope stability and subsidence of Ilam’s dam by means of Geo Studio program and 
stated that from the point of view of stresses and pressures caused by seepage the soil dams with clay texture 
have a suitable behavior and are statically stable and they are more economical than other types of dams. 
Duncan [4] suggested geotechnical methods for analysis of huge soil structures. Keskin et al. [5] studied the 
effects of the thickness of the impermeable core and earthquake coefficient on the stability of both uppermost 
and down most slopes of Kizilaka’s dam. Taiiari et al. [6] dynamically analyzed the slope of soil dams using the 
Plaxis program and stated that drifts caused by earthquakes in Kerman showed that with decrease in core slope 
and dam’s crust the vertical drifts of the dam decreased, but affected the horizontal drifts trivially. Also, with 
increase in Mirabi Riley coefficient, rather big drifts would occur in the body and foundation of the dam. 
Rahmani et al. [7], using the SEEP/w program, studied the effects of soil texture on the seepage in soil dams 
with clay core in two vertical and horizontal states and announced that when the mesh making is more minute 
the program can analyze more points in an area and give more accurate results. 
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 Reviewing the damage causes of the soil dams it can be concluded that illegal drainage (seepage) has a 
great share in their damage (Wafaeeyan, 2010). 
 
Table 1: Relative percentage of different causes of dam’s destruction. 

Destruction by water overflow 30% 
Illegal drainage and soil washing 25% 
Separation of the mountainsides 15% 
Wash of tunnel sides 13% 
Wash of impermeable upper cover 5% 
Other phenomena such as earthquake 7% 
Unknown causes 5% 
Total 100% 

 
 Due to the importance of Mahabad’s Dam in supplying agricultural and drinking water of the region it is 
necessary to analyze the stability of vertical and horizontal slopes to prevent any occurrence leading to drainage 
in the clay core. The program Slope/w has a special ability at doing the mentioned analysis which is the major 
objective of the present case study in order to calculate the confidence coefficient to protect the dam. Due to the 
importance of Mahabad’s Dam in supplying agricultural and drinking water of the region it is necessary to 
analyze the stability of vertical and horizontal slopes to prevent any occurrence leading to drainage in the clay 
core. The program Slope/w has a special ability at doing the mentioned analysis which is the major objective of 
the present case study in order to calculate the confidence coefficient to protect the dam. 
 Reportedly, after water withdrawal in 1970 part of the dam’s body subsided by 1m and repeatedly got 
transformed and made uncommon drifts which in worrying so that it has been repaired partly. The area of the 
dam is 11 km2. The analyzed section in fig.1 is the section in which there is the dam’s height and hydraulic 
level normal values in maximum condition. 
 
Table 2: Geotechnical parameters which affect stability analysis. 
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Description of the soil dam’s section and its characteristics and geographical location: 
 The dam is a soil one with a central pebble impermeable core. The core a little tends towards the upper. 
 This core is protected by two filter layers on both upper and lower sides. The outer part of the upper crust is 
made with pebbles protected by a stone layer. The inner part of the upper crust is made with river sand and clay. 
The dam’s lower crust is made with two types of clay and mixed materials placed beside the lower filters. The 
dam’s volume is 230mm2 and its height from the foundation is 47.5m. The crown is 700m in length and 8.32m 
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in width. The width of the body in the foundation is 221.5m and the crown’s level (msal) is at an altitude of 
1361.5m. The vents are 6m in height. It’s located in 120km to the south of Orumiyeh and in north of mahabad 
on Dehbokr, Koutar and Beytas Rivers. The aim of establishing the dam was supplying irrigation water for 
20000 hectares of farming land and controlling the upper highlands flooding as well as supplying drinking 
water. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: position and arrangement of accurate instruments in cross section of the dam’s sample. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 In the present study the slope stability of the soil dams was analyzed using Slope/w program having the 
following features: 
1. Determining stability confidence coefficient of slippery, circle and wedge slopes. 
2. Determining confidence coefficient for uneven surfaces. 
3. Definition of porous water pressure in three forms; water pressure of landscape with water pseumetric 
level, definite water pressure in points, water pressure of extra pores as a fraction of total water pressure 
(ru.γ.h.u=Δ). (γ= total soil density, h= depth of intended point, ru= extra pore pressure coefficient). 
4. Calculating stability of dam’s slope in two states of static loading and static-like or dynamic loading 
(earthquake occurrence). 
5. Analysis of 2-dimensional slope stability by method of parts. 
 In using this program it’s hypothesized that gable slip occurs when the power from weight dominates the 
symmetrical power of from soil cutting resistance. Thus, the cut stresses along the most resistant slip surface 
should be calculated and compared with soil cut (section) resistance. Confidence coefficient is defined as 
mobilized medium cut stress ratio in slip surface on the average created cut stresses along slip surface. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSION 
 
A. Stability analysis:  
 In order to compare the results of analysis and slope stability we used the method of limit balance with 
circular break of Morgan Strin Price as described in Table. 
 
Table 3: comparing the results of analysis and slope stability. 

Analysis stage Gable Coefficient of confidence Circular break in balance method 
Constant seepage from the tank Upper 1.5 1.639 

 Lower 1.5 1.68 
 
 According to the achieved confidence coefficients under dam loading conditions and passage axis of 
critical upper and lower slip surfaces in constant seepage conditions passes through friction materials. The 
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confidence coefficient was beyond the limit value and supplies stability at a high level.  Gentle slope of the 
crust and short width of the core have lead to high confidence coefficient of critical upper and lower slip 
surfaces. 
B. Analysis of water movement in soil using the Seep program: 
 Regarding the soil is semi-saturated and this condition influences the soil permeability, seepage analysis 
and water movement in semi-saturated soils lead to untrue results. Thus, a formula was developed in which 
permeability changed linearly and it was described as fixed out of this formula. This formula was so that in 
pressure of 0Ksatand in -100 bar the permeability was 100/ksat. The water discharge (debi) was 6.1 x 10-4m3/s. 
Potential lines, flow lines and water frantic line was as the Fig. 1. 
 C. Based on the effects of design parameters for stability it could be concluded that the angle of inner 
friction and adhesion coefficient have a direct relationship with the confidence coefficient while the specific 
weight (weight density) of the materials has an inverse relationship with stability. Also, the inner friction angle 
of the materials had the greatest effect on the slope stability. 
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